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A. Introduction 

 

 

Illegal logging remains rampant in Ghana, estimated at two-thirds of its total production, most of which 

comes from artisanal logging. FLEGT/VPA has among its primary stakeholders the local communities 

(farmers, landowners, traditional rulers).These local community groups are the primary initiators of 

illegal logging since they permit chain saw operators to harvest trees on their lands. Illegal logging has 

not been halted or even reduced because the local groups who in most instances initiate illegal logging are 

not involved in efforts to halt illegal logging. One of key problems for their not being involved is that 

there is lack of capacity and incentives on forest issues related to logging. The cause of this is the lack of 

sensitization and training on logging issues such as forest policy, laws and agreements. To ameliorate the 

situation, 40 local communities in 5 forestry districts were sensitized and trained on National Forest 

Policy, Forest Laws, FLEGT/VPA and other agreements. These Districts and communities were as 

follows  Asankrangwa District: Wassa Dunkwa, Achichere, Nsabrekwa, Kamanso, 

Sikanti,Domenase, Ankase,Agona,Bechem District: Apesika, Old Bronsankrom; New 

Bronsankro,Edwenewase, Bomaah, Dwomoh, Kwabena, Yamfo, Acherensua, Nsuaem, Ahyiaem 

Dunkwa District: Ankonsia, Atobiase, Ayaase, Fawoman, Gyaaman, Pewodie, 

Moseaso,Tegyamoso, Oda District: Aprokumasi, Asuoso, Mofram, Aduasa, Tweredua, Brakwa,    

Offinso District:Dumasua Newtown, Anyinasusu,Adumasa,Samproso,Kyebi,Nkwaakwaa, 

Asuboi,Asuoso,Akofuna, Kayira 

 

 

B. Description of project activities, results and completed deliverables  

The description of activities implemented, the results achieved and the deliverables are as follows; 

 

 Selection of communities: 

The communities that were involved in this activity as mentioned in the Introduction were selected in 

collaboration with the District Forest Managers and their Customer Service Officers based on 2  main 

criteria: 1) t community that have reported illegal activities in the past and 2)  communities that y have 

had successful collaboration with the Forest Services Division. Based on these criteria the Forest Services 

Division made a table with three columns. In the first column they listed all the communities in their 

district. In the second column they listed the number of times each community had reported activities of 

illegal loggers in their community and in the third column they listed the number of successful 

collaboration they had had with each community on forest management activities. They listed some of 

these activities as clearing of boundaries of forest reserves, fire prevention and control (construction of 

fire belts, fire fighting) protection of NTFPs against encroachers  etc. The numbers for each community in 

the second and third column were added up and the average was calculated for each community. The first 

8 communities in order of merit in each district were selected. 

  

Printing of Communication and Educational materials 

After selection of communities, 2000 flyers and 2000 posters were printed. The messages in flyers and 

posters were based on national laws that prohibit illegal Logging. Simplified versions of the National 

Forestry and Wildlife Law especially in areas related to local communities were printed. Also the contents 

of the VPA Agreements were simplified and printed  
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Methods for sensitization ; 

Three methods were used to sensitize 40 communities. of 40 people per community. This number was 

arrived at from the number which attended the community meetings and those who interacted with the 

project team on air during radio discussions. 

 

 The methods used for sensitization were (i) distribution of Communication and Educational materials, 

(ii) Community meetings and capacity building workshops, (iii) Radio discussions. Community meetings 

were held between 6 :am to 8:30 am in the morning in order for community members to go their farms 

and 4.30 – 6 .00 pm after they had come from their farms. These meetings were eagerly attended by 

committee members including men, women and children. The flyers, posters, and other documents were 

distributed to other members of the gathering. Whiles some of the remaining posters were posted at 

vantage points. Some of these vantage points included walls of churches, schools, community durbar 

centers, houses of individuals were interested in having these posters. Five FM stations were also 

identified one per district. These were Velvet Beam in Asankrangwa Beam, Spark Fm in Dunkwa , Radio 

BIYAC at Akim Oda and Peace Fm in Offinso, and Bechem. Jingle on illegal logging and right procedure 

to buy legal lumber was made (Attachment) and played by FM stations . Interactive discussions were 

made on these FM stations with panelists being two members of the project team from FORIG, one 

person from Forest Services Division.  

 

 

 

Capacity building: 

During our interaction with the local communities, many communities suggested that since they could not 

readily contact us or the Forest Services Division Staff for explanations or clarifications in relation to 

what they had been sensitized on because of distance and cost. It will therefore, be ideal if they had 

someone in their communities who had in depth knowledge of FLEGT VPA and forestry legal 

requirements. In view of this and as part of community sensitization, capacity building workshops were 

held for 16 participants nominated from each of the  5 district (2 participants per community) who will be 

a source of in depth knowledge to community members who will need explanations and clarifications. 

The workshop were held in the district capitals of Asankrangwa, Dunkwa , Bechem Akim Oda and 

Offinso using the Communication and Educational  materials. The workshop were not held in the 

communities but at district capitals because District Forest Managers advised that some communities had 

no electricity, some did not have meeting halls which could be used for teaching, etc.  These workshops 

were held with the active collaboration of District Offices in the respective districts. The people trained 

had served as source of knowledge on National forestry issues at the community level as had been 

confirmed on project teams subsequent interactions with the communities. 

 

IMPACT 

The impact that this activity has had on the local communities were as follows: 

1. It has made the communities to know how concession in their communities can be acquired 

especially with regards to their rights and involvements. 

2. It has made the communities to know how the sort of documents any concessionaire who wants to 

operate in the communities should acquire 
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3. It has made the communities to know how the development or formulation of Social 

Responsibility Agreements for their communities  share of such an agreements and how that can 

be calculated 

4.  It has made the communities to know how the role of the local communities in the 

implementation of the Voluntary Partnership Agreement (VPA) and how this agreement can 

benefit local communities in terms of Social Responsibility Agreement and  other benefits.  

 

Table 1: Description of activities 

Description of project activities and results  

The main objective of this 

agreement is to sensitize 

and build the capacities of 

local communities to 

understand and implement 

forest policy, laws and 

agreements. The 

programme will develop 

understanding of 

motivation of communities 

to monitor report on and 

address challenges of 

illegal logging. 
 

1. Communication and education materials on VPA/FLEGT, Forest 

Resources Management Act 457, and Forest and Wildlife Policy 

have been prepared. 

 

2.  Media sensitization on local FM stations, in the daily and weekly 

news papers, and distribution of communication and Education 

materials in senior high school, and in vehicular traffic, offices of 

the Forestry Commission, have started and will be on going for the 

duration of the Project  

3. 40 communities and institutions were selected for sensitization and 

40 meeting places and 6 media organizations were selected. 40 

communities have been sensitized and over 1600 people have been 

trained on forest policies, Laws and FLEGT / VPA Agreements to 

understand these policies laws and agreements and how individual 

Ghanaians and Ghana as a Nation stand to benefit from legitimate 

processing agreement 

4. Preparation and distribution of 500 copies of reports to forestry 

Commission, District Assembly and Environmental Protection 

Offices 

5.  The results of these activities and deliverables are found below. 

Objective 1: Training of local 

communities on forest laws 

and agreements, including 

Timber Resources 

Management Act and 

FLEGT/Voluntary Partnership 

Agreement (VPA); 

 

 Community meetings have been held in 40 communities on forest laws and 

agreements. Involving 40 community members 

Interactive FM radio discussions covering more than 40 towns and villages 

have been held on these 

5 Capacity building workshop for 80 Community members with 2 people 

selected from each of 8 communities from each of 5 districts has also been 

held. 

Activity 1.1 Activity 1.1: 

Preparation of communication 

and educational materials on 

VPA/ FLEGT, Forest 

Resources Management Act 

457, Forest and Wildlife 

Policy 

Actions taken: 

Flyers and posters based on national laws that prohibits illegal Logging, 

Simplified versions of the National Forestry and Wildlife especially in areas 

related to local communities and the contents of the VPA Agreements were 

all printed  

Results: 

400 Posters, 1250 Locally adapted and simplified versions of the forest and 
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 wildlife policy 1250 copies of Timber Resources Management Act and 

1250 copies the Flegt/VPA Agreement and processes published  

Activity 2.1 

Activity 1.2: Start of media 

sensitization on local FM 

stations, in the daily and 

weekly newspapers, and 

distribution of Communication 

and Education materials. in 

senior high schools, and in 

vehicular traffic, offices of 

Forestry Commission, 

Environmental and District 

Assemblies. These will be 5 

radio events one in each 

district and 3 tv events one 

each on Ghana TV , TV3, and 

Multi TV .These are aimed at 

all stakeholders who utilise 

and benefit from legitimate 

processing of timber  and 

sales. 

 

Actions taken: 

5 Radio stations, 3 national daily and weekly newspapers, were identified 

for sensitization. 

Results: 

Five FM stations were also identified one per district. These were Velvet 

Beam in Asankrangwa Beam, Spark Fm in Dunkwa , Radio BIYAC at 

Akim Oda and Peace Fm in Offinso, and Bechem. Jingle on Illegal logging 

and right procedure to buy legal lumber was made and played by FM 

stations.  

Interactive discussions were made on these FM stations with panelists being 

two members of the project team from FORIG, one person from Forest 

Services Division. Members of the Public were allowed to ask questions 

which were replied to. The number of people who asked questions and 

clarifications were recorded as Asankrangwa 15.Dunkwa 16 Akim Oda 12, 

Offinso 17, Bechem 14. Most of the questions were the same in the districts 

and some of the questions asked are attached in Appendix 1. Publications 

were made on the project activities in the Daily Graphic, weekly Spectator, 

and the Ghanaian Times which are the three widely circulated papers in 

Ghana. 

Capacity building workshops for  80 participants with 2 participants 

nominated from each of the eight communities in each district to get in 

depth knowledge on National forestry issues . were held in the district 

capitals of Asankrangwa, Dunkwa , Bechem Akim Oda and Offinso with 

the active collaboration of District Offices in the respective districts after 

discussion with the District Forest Managers.  

Activity 1.3: Initiation of 

forum in selected communities 

and institutions. 40 

Communities and institutions 

for sensitizations are selected. 

40 Meeting places and 6 

media organizations for 

sensitization selected. 40 

communities in areas with 

logging activities sensitized. 

1600 people trained on forest 

policies, laws and FLEGT 

/VPA agreements to 

understand these policies laws 

and agreements and how 

individual Ghanaians and 

Ghana as a Nation stand to 

Action taken. 

40 Community meetings with attendance of over 40 people per community  

and 5 capacity building workshops for 80 community members with in 

depth training in National forestry issues both using interactive methods 

were organized, This latter workshop was to provide community members 

with people with in depth knowledge on forestry issues who can readily 

provide clarifications or explanations when needed. 

Results 

40 Community meetings for over 1600 people were held using an 

interactive methods committee members were brief about the projects and 

its objectives the VPA agreements, Forest and Wild Life Policy as well as 

the Timber resources management act. The communities who attended the 

meetings were estimated to be about 40 at every gathering. Flyers, posters, 

and other documents were distributed to other members of the gathering. 

Some of the documents were distributed to teachers and Junior and Senior 

High School students as well as at lorry parks. Whiles some of the 

remaining posters were posted at vantage points including walls of 
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benefit from implementation 

of these policies laws and 

agreements. 

 

churches, schools, lorry parks, community durbar centers, houses of 

individuals were interested in having these posters. Capacity building 

workshops for local communities members with in depth knowledge of 

forestry issues and documents for 80 people with 16 participants nominated 

from each of 5 district were held in the district capitals of Asankrangwa, 

Dunkwa , Bechem Akim Oda and Offinso with the active collaboration of 

District Offices in the respective districts .Qusetions asked at both 

community meetings and capacity building workshops can be found in 

Annex .  

Activity 1.4: Preparation and 

distribution of 500 copies of 

reports to Forestry 

Commission, District 

Assembly and Environmental 

Protection Offices. 

Actions taken: District Forest Management and Environmental Offices 

contacted in connection with the distribution. 

 

Results: 500 copies of inception reports progress reports and sensitization 

reports distributed. 

 

Sensitization report  has been prepared and copies will be distributed once 

this report is approved. 

 

Objective 3 

Determine and improve the 

capacity and incentives for 

communities to monitor and 

report on illegal logging. 

This objective was 

implemented instead of 

objective 2 as in the LOA This 

is because the project team 

realized that in the 

implementation of Objective 2 

references would be made to 

local structures responsible for 

supervising monitoring as well 

as incentives for motivation.  

Thus the need to implement 

Objective 3 i.e.determine 

options for local structures and 

incentives as well as 

establishment of the structures 

in the local structures in the 

communities so that 

participants at the workshop 

for monitoring and reporting. 

(Implementation of i.e. 

implementation of Objective 

Local communities are major stakeholders in activities for halting illegal 

logging. However their motivational needs for participation in halting illegal 

logging have never been determined if anything at all not with the 

involvement of the local communities more especially since they earn no 

salary or allowance for participation Thus whatever they are given for 

participating in any programme is mostly fixed using a top down approach 

Also currently there few if any structures in local communities for 

synergizing and supervising activities of community members and reporting 

to higher district authorities of monitoring of anti -forestry/natural resources 

activities. Therefore there is the need to determine structures and incentives 

that local communities would prefer. Thus current incentive system in Ghana. 

for collaboration on Forest Resources management in forest fringe 

communities as well as options that communities will prefer for incentives 

are being determined. Also being determined are local structures that will 

responsible for supervision of benefit sharing, monitoring and reporting of 

illegal logging that will instituted and legalized by District Assembly bye 

laws. 
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2) can associate with these 

structures since they were 

involving creating the 

structures and determine 

incentives for motivation..  

Activity 3.1 Evaluate current 

incentive system in Ghana for 

collaboration on Forest 

Resources management in 

forest fringe communities 

Action taken 

As part of determining the incentive system preferred by local 

communities, current incentive systems which are operational in 16 

communities have been determined using Using PRA methodologies The 

communities were Asankrangwa: Wassa Dunkwa, Achichere, 

Nsabrekwa, Kamanso, Sikanti,Domenase, Ankase,Agona, Bechem: 

Apesika, Old Bronsankrom; New Bronsankro,Edwenewase, Bomaah, 

Dwomoh, Kwabena, Yamfo, Acherensua 

 

Results: Data is yet to be analysed 

Activity 3.2: Evaluate 

incentives options including 

payment in cash of percentage 

of illegal logs seized or in kind 

incentives such as rain boots, 

cutlasses, raincoats listed by 

local communities for 

collaborating on Forest 

Resource Management. 

Action  

Incentive system preferred by 16 local communities for collaborating on 

Forest Resource Management have also been determined also using PRA 

methodologies The Communities were Asankrangwa: Wassa Dunkwa, 

Achichere, Nsabrekwa, Kamanso, Sikanti,Domenase, Ankase,Agona. 

,Bechem: Apesika, Old Bronsankrom; New 

Bronsankro,Edwenewase, Bomaah, Dwomoh, Kwabena, Yamfo, 

Acherensua  

 

Results: Data is yet to be analysed 

Activity 3.3: Create 40 local 

community monitoring and 

reporting structures. To 

complete this activity the 

project will 1)determine 

options monitoring structure in 

the 40 target communities. 

The structures will be 

responsible for will 

responsible for supervision of 

benefit sharing, monitoring 

and reporting of illegal 

logging 2) The project will 

ensure that all structures are 

legalized by District Assembly 

in charge of the District 

through enactment of 

appropriate By- Laws.  

Action taken; 

40 local community structures responsible for monitoring and reporting are 

to be created . Prior to this however there is the need to options for 

monitoring structures . This has has been completed in 16 communities 

which are Asankrangwa: Wassa Dunkwa, Achichere, Nsabrekwa, 

Kamanso, Sikanti,Domenase, Ankase,Agona. ,Bechem: Apesika, Old 

Bronsankrom; New Bronsankro,Edwenewase, Bomaah, Dwomoh, 

Kwabena, Yamfo, Acherensua 

 

 

Results: Data is yet to be analysed 
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Activity 3.4: Validation and 

selection of one option among 

the many options which 

different community members 

will propose. 

Action taken 

No Action has been implemented yet 

 

 

Results 

Activity 3.5: Preparation and 

distribution of Report on 

validated structure for 

monitoring and reporting on 

natural resources infringement 

to Traditional Authorities , 

opinion leaders of fringe 

communities, Forestry Service 

Division and District 

Assembly for their records 

Action taken 

No action implemented yet 

 

 

Results 

 

 

C. Contribution to national FLEGT objectives 

The VPA agreement signed by Ghana is comprised of five components one of which is the definition of 

legal timber that includes rules about the source, allocation, 

harvesting, transportation, processing, trade and payment of timber. In all, the definition of 

legality has seven thematic areas that when timber is in compliance with all seven areas, it is 

considered legal timber in Ghana.  

The seven areas are – i) timber origin; ii) timber rights allocation; iii) timber harvesting 

operations; iv) transportation; v) timber processing operations; vi) trade – markets and exports; 

and vii) statutory fiscal obligations.  

 

Any forest contract will have to satisfy  all of the criteria that goes along with these seven 

headings before qualifying as legal timber out of Ghana.  

Thus, project results have so far contributed to National FLEGT strategy through supporting 

community knowledge and understanding of the Timber Legality assurance system. This because 

(i) local communities have their capacity built in the fact that that timber from their areas should 

come from designated areas within forest reserves, plantations, off-reserves areas (ii) timber 

rights allocation in their communities should done with the involvement of themselves or their 

representatives and that they or their chiefs will have to give their written consent before timber 

is harvested from their land, and (iii) that timber producers coming to their areas should come 

with legal permits which they should inspect if the need be  

 

 

 

Project beneficiaries 

 

Beneficiaries of the project are mostly farmers in 40 communities, 8 per each of 5 districts. The districts 

are Asankrangwa in Western, Dunkwa in Central, Bechem in Brong Ahafo, Offinso in Ashanti and Akim 

Oda in Eastern regions of Ghana  
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Partnerships: 

Through the project, Partnerships have been developed with the District Forest offices in the project 

areas. 

 

D. Description of lessons learned  

Describe any lessons learned as a result of the project activities. 

(i)Lesson learned  as result of project activities are that prevention of illegalities in the forest is a 

collective action. i) Local structures need to be established to supervise community monitoring if local 

communities need to play their part effectively    

 

Describe actions taken through the project to share the lessons learned with other stakeholders.  

Lessons learned were identified at for a when Forestry Division Staff as well as Local communities were 

present. All that was to stress on these points for all present to realize the importance of these statements. 

The project team also take advantage of every for a were invited to highlight these lessons were have 

learnt. 

 

Please identify targeted stakeholder groups and the reason for targeting these groups.  

 The targeted stakeholder groups are the local communities in the forest fringe areas as well as Staff of 

Forestry Services Division. The reasons for targeting these groups were that illegalities start from the 

forest fringe areas hence they should be the first point to be called upon when attempt are being to stop 

illegalities. Meanwhile Forestry Services Division is governmental agency responsible for managing 

forest estates and are have the human resources with the Technical capacity and also have the financial 

resources that can be provided to the local communities. 

 

Provide a description of the results of the lessons learned activities. 

No results of lessons learnt have been implemented yet. 

 

E. Visibility actions 

Describe actions that have been undertaken during the reporting period to enhance visibility of the 

European Commission, FAO, ACP Secretariat and the project, for example development of 

website, placement of Logo(s), brochures, posters, presentations, media events or actions. See also 

the visibility guidelines for the programme 

 

Actions taken to enhance the visibility of the European Commission, FAO, ACP Secretariat include the 

development of website, posters, flyers and other documents placed with logo of FAO, ACP and EU as 

shown in Fig below. 

 

Flyers, posters and brochures have been printed with the logo of EU, FAO and ACP. 

Newspaper publication were made which also made reference to the support of FAO, however, in our 

future publications, the support of FAO, EU and ACP secretariat will also be highlighted. 

 

Visibility documents are submitted as Attachment. 
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A Web- site linked to the FLEGT project is www.csir–forig.org.gh/flegt  
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F. Actions not completed and reason for non-completion.  

Please identify any activities from the work plan that were scheduled during the reporting period 

that were not completed.  

The activity which was not as part of the sensitization was the appearance on TV. This was due to the fact 

that the video was made to be shown on TV with our appearance became corrupted. The project team has 

therefore booked new appointments for February 2012. 

 

Please add an updated project work plan if the schedule of implementation has been modified. Provide a 

description and justification for modifications. The updated work plan is in the Annex 1. 

 

G. Summary of expenditures  

Provide a summary of the budget used to date. Explain any changes in the budget expenditures relative to 

the budget forecasted in the Letter of Agreement. No changes 

 

Describe any proposed or required budget modifications. 

 

Was the project able to leverage any additional co-financing or additional partnerships through the initial 

funding? No 
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ANNEX I - Map of project sites 

 

 
 

 

 

ANNEX II 

SUMMARIZED QUESTIONS FROM THE VARIOUS COMMUNITIES AT THE VARIOUS 

WORKSHOPS ORGANISED AND RADIO DISCUSSIONS 

I. 

1. Do I have to obtain permission from the Government or the Forestry Commission to fell trees 

when I am clearing land for farming? 

2. Could a landlord negotiate with a chainsaw operator to fell tree on his farmlands? 

3. Does the law permit land owners to fell trees for their domestic use? 

4. How can government help us we the local communities to have access to lumber for our domestic 

use since buying from sawmills is cumbersome and also such lumber is quite expensive as 

compared to those of illegal chain saw operators? 

5. If a chainsaw operator is found in my farmland, how should I deal with him? 

6. If you would not allow us to use chainsaw then why do you allow us to register it? 

7. Informants of illegal logging are always at risk what percentage should go to such people to serve 

as motivation? 

8. Can a chain saw be used to cut tress for charcoal production? 
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9. After the Timber Company with Timber Utilization Contract have meet with the chief do the y 

have to see the Unit Committee as well? 

10. What assistance can FORIG provide if one wants to establish a plantation? 

 

II. 

1. What identification will show that I am an officer of the forest and wildlife protection? 

2. Arresting an illegal chainsaw operator is very dangerous, what benefits awaits me?  

3. What is the role of the forest guard? 

4. What will indicate the concessionaires’ outputs of harvested timber species for the community to 

collect their 5%? 

5. What benefits or gains await the voluntary community forest guard? 

6. Will those present at this workshop be considered when it comes to selection of community 

members who will assist to halt illegal logging and chainsaw operations? 

7. When an illegal chainsaw operator is caught who should be contacted first? 

8. Do I need a permit to use a chainsaw machine to clear my land for farming? 

9. Seized logs from illegal chainsaw operators remained in the forest without collection by the FC is 

this project going to address such issues? 

10. What measures or procedures should be used to arrest illegal operators? 

III. 

1. What identification will show my right to arrest someone from exploiting timber resources or 

engaging in illegal logging? 

2. Does cocoa purchasing companies have permit to construct pallets for use? 

3. How do I get lumber for my domestic use? 

4. Do forest guards have right to aid illegal operations in the forest? 

5. During farming seasons, if I cut down a tree do I have to leave it to rot since I cannot use 

chainsaw to cut into boards? 

6. What ways can the forest laws be amended to allow we the farmers to use felled trees on our 

farms? 

7. Can communities access timber resources in sacred groves for community school construction? 

8. Can I be supplied with timber species seedlings to plant by the FC? 

9. How do I process my document for the harvesting of my planted timber species on my land? 

10. A concessionaire came to my land and felled about 13 timbers trees and destroy my farm without 

prior notice and compensation, so what is the FC doing on such occurrence? 

11. An uprooted tree is preventing me from farming; meanwhile I’m not obliged to use chainsaw to 

cut it into lumber, so how can I get rid of the timber to plant my crops? 

12. Can the government open timber markets in our communities for the small scale buyers to 

patronize as the timber companies do not sell to us? 

 

IV. 

1. Do I have to obtain permission from the Government or the Forestry Commission to fell trees 

when I am clearing land for farming? 
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2. Could a landlord negotiate with a chainsaw operator to fell tree on his farmlands? 

3. Does the law permit land owners to fell trees for their domestic use? 

4. How can government help us we the local communities to have access to lumber for our domestic 

use since buying from sawmills is cumbersome and also such lumber is quite expensive as 

compared to those of illegal chain saw operators? 

5. If a chainsaw operator is found in my farmland, how should I deal with him? 

6. If you would not allow us to use chainsaw then why do you allow us to register it? 

7. Informants of illegal logging are always at risk what percentage should go to such people to serve 

as motivation? 

8. Can a chain saw be used to cut tress for charcoal production? 

9. After the Timber Company with Timber Utilization Contract has met with the chief do the y have 

to see the Unit Committee as well? 

10. What assistance can FORIG provide if one wants to establish a plantation? 
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REPORT ON SENSITIZATION AND CAPACITY BUILDING OF LOCAL 

COMMUNITIES 

 

BACKGROUND 

Illegal logging remains rampant in Ghana, estimated at two-thirds of its total production, most of 

which comes from artisanal logging FLEGT/VPA has among its primary stakeholders the local 

communities (farmers, landowners, traditional rulers).These local community groups are the 

primary initiators of illegal logging since they permit chain saw operators to harvest trees on 

their lands. Illegal logging has not been halted or even reduced because the local groups who in 

most instances initiate illegal logging are not involved in efforts to halt illegal logging. One of 

key problems for their not being involved is that there is lack of capacity on forest issues related 

to logging The cause of this is the lack of sensitization and training on logging issues such as 

forest policy, laws and agreements To ameliorate the situation 40 were local communities in 5 

forestry districts were sensitized and trained on National Forest Policy, Forest Laws, 

FLEGT/VPA and other agreements.  

 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

PROJECT AREAS -The project was implemented in the 5 districts in 5 regions in the Southern 

sector of the country.. The districts were selected with the collaboration of Regional offices of 

the Forestry Services and criteria for selection of districts was the fact that they were areas with 

high logging activities both legal and illegal. These districts were Asankrangwa in the Western 

Region, Bechem in the Brong Ahafo Region, Dunkwa in Central Region, Oda in the Eastern 

region and  Offinso in the Ashanti region .Fig 1 shows the Regions and Districts in which the 

project was implemented. 

 

 

  

SELECTION OF COMMUNITIES  

The communities that were involved in project were selected with the collaboration with the 

District Forest Managers and their Customer Service Officers with the main criteria being report 

on the occurrence of illegal activities and past successful collaboration with the Forest Services . 

Asankrangwa: Wassa Dunkwa, Achichere, Nsabrekwa, Kamanso, Sikanti,Domenase, 

Ankase,Agona. ,Bechem: Apesika, Old Bronsankrom, New Bronsankro,Edwenewase, Bomaah, 

Dwomoh, Kwabena, Yamfo, Acherensua, Nsuaem, Ahyiahem Dunkwa: Ankonsia, Atobiase, 

Ayaase, Fawoman, Gyaaman, Pewodie, Moseaso,Tegyamoso , Oda: Aprokumasi, Asuoso, 

Mofram, Aduasa, Tweredua, Brakwa, Offinso:Dumasua Newtown, Anyinasusu, Adumasa, 

Samproso,Kyebi,Nkwaakwaa, Asuboi,Asuoso, Akofuna, Kayira  
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(Annex II) 

 

Printing of Communication and Educational materials 

After selection of communities, 2000 flyers and 2000 posters were printed. The message in 

Flyers and posters were based on national laws that prohibits illegal Logging. Simplified 

versions of the National Forestry and Wildlife especially in areas related to local communities 

were also printed. `Also the contents of the VPA Agreements were also simplified and printed  

 

 

Methods for sensitization  

Three methods were used to sensitized the communities. These were (i) distribution of C and E 

materials, (ii) Community meetings and capacity building workshops, (iii) Radio discussions 

 

After printing these documents points of contacts in every community were selected with the 

collaboration of District Forest Services Division. Through these contacts points, the chiefs and 

unite committee were visited briefed about the project. Request were made to them about our 

meeting with the communities in community meeting places of their choice. The chief, elders 

and unite committee members caused an announcements to be made at their usual meeting 

points. These meetings were held between 6 :am to 8:30 am in there morning and were eagerly 

attended by committee members of all genders. Using an interactive methods committee 

members were brief about the projects and its objectives the VPA agreements, Forest and Wild 

Life Policy as well as the Timber resources management act. The communities who attended the 

meetings were estimated to be about 40 at every gathering. The flyers, posters, and other 

documents were distributed to other members of the gathering. Whiles some of the remaining 

posters were posted at vantage points.  

 Some of these vantage points included walls of churches, schools, community durbar centers, 

houses of individuals were interested in having these posters.  

 

RADIO DISCUSSIONS AND NEWSPAPER PUBLICATIONS 

Five FM stations were also identified one per district. These were Velvet Beam in Asankrangwa 

Beam, Spark Fm in Dunkwa , Radio BIYAC at Akim Oda and Peace Fm in Offinso, and 

Bechem. Jingle on Illegal logging and right procedure to buy legal lumber was made and played 

by FM stations.  

Interactive discussions were made on these FM stations with panelists being two members of the 

project team from FORIG, one person from Forest Services Division . Members of the Public 

were allowed to ask questions which were replied to. Number of people who asked questions and 

clarifications were recorded as Asankrangwa 15.Dunkwa 16 Akim Oda 12, Offinso 17, Bechem 

14 Most of the questions were the same in the districts and some of the questions asked are 

attached in Appendix 1. Publications were made on the project activities in the Daily Graphic, 
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weekly Spectator, and the Ghanaian Times which are the three widely speculated papers in 

Ghana. 

 

 

 

 

CAPACITY BULDING WORKSHOPS 

VENUE  

 Capacity building workshops were held for 16 participants per each district to provide them with 

in depth knowledge of forestry issues and documents which had been discussed at community 

meetings so that they could clarify and explain to other community members who may need 

clarifications. The workshops were held in the district capitals of Asankrangwa, Dunkwa , 

Bechem Akim Oda and Offinso with the active collaboration of District Offices in the respective 

districts, . In all the districts the workshop were held at the District Assembly Halls.  

 

PARTICIPANTS AND RESOURCE PERSONS 

For the selection of participants the project informed the Forest Services Division to ask their 

contact points to request the Unit committees in each of the 8 communities in their district to 

select 16 participants for the workshop with strict instruction that at least 1/3 of the participants 

were to be women. For each workshop, there were two resource people and a facilitator .While 

the facilitator was from the Forest Services Division, the resource persons were from FORIG and 

Forest Services Division (FSD) .        

 

COURSES TAUGHT 

Using interactive techniques, participants at the workshops had their capacity built on Forestry 

and Wildlife Policy, Timber Resources Management Act , and VPA Agreement 

On the forestry and wildlife Policy participants were taken through the Preamble, Background 

Guiding principles, Aims,Strategies including Development of Domestic Markets and Public 

Education and Participation as well as Relevant Research needed to support the policy.  

 On the VPA participants had training on what VPA was,Ghana responsibilities under VPA 

especially as related to the Legality Assurance system and Wood tracking system(WTS) 

Objectives of VPA and the Benefits of VPA. In all these the role of the communities as well as 

the impact on the communities. 

On Timber Resources Management Act participants were taken through Benefits and incentives 

for investors, Types of Timber Rights ,Legal framework for the types of Timber Rights 

Procedures for the grant of the types of Timber Rights, Lands subject to timber rights, Lands not 

subjected to timber rights, Offences under timber resources Act, Payment in respect of stool 

lands. All questions asked by the participants were answered by the resource persons and 

sometimes by the facilitator who is also a forester. 

IMPACT 
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The impact community meetings this activity and capacity building workshops has had on the 

local communities were: 

1. It made the communities to know how concession in their communities can be acquired 

especially with regards to their rights and involvements. 

2. The sort of documents any concessionaire wants to operate in the communities should 

acquire 

3. The development or formulation of Social Responsibility Agreements for their 

communities  their share of such an agreements and how that can be calculated 

4.  The role of the local communities in the implementation of the Voluntary Partnership 

Agreement (VPA) and how this agreement can benefit local communities and Ghana as 

whole 

 

EVALUATION 

No evaluation was done but is hoped that will be done in subsequent workshops. 

However what was done was an assessment of what participants remember as being taught in the 

workshop or heard on air. To do this each participant was asked to recount how he or she will 

fight illegal logging from they have heard. They all recounted this successfully.  

 


